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Tales of international adventures in these pages should not overlook the challenge on 
offer nearer home : that of completing all 60 of 'Phil's Hills' in the Shropshire area this 
60th anniversary year.

Just three months to finish them now ! I haven't heard of anyone else completing the 60  
following Larry King's stunning completion of the set in just four months in April.

Club Secretary Jan Campbell has completed 50 at the time of writing. She is on the 'home 
straight' so may be next to complete.

I've only managed 36 to date so have left myself plenty to do in the autumn.

The next issue in November would be a good time to find out how others are getting on. 
If you are continuing the challenge do email me your progress or otherwise before the 
deadline so the wider membership can gain an appreciation of everyone's efforts. 

There's  an  international  thread to  this  month's  issue.   Not 
only do we have the report of the SMC 60th birthday meet in 
the French Alps but Adrian Lowe gives an insight into the 
Peruvian  Andes  following  his  family  trip  out  there  in 
May/June.

It's not often a marriage between members can be announced 
but such is the case this year.  Congratulations to Ellis Blower 
and Grace  (nee  Culatto)  who  are  now Mr  & Mrs  Blower. 
They tied the knot in Grace's homeland of Gibraltar at the 
beginning of August.   We wish them every success for the 
future and hope they still  have some time for the SMC in 
their early married life. 

Cover photo:
Jan  Campbell  (foreground)  on  the  Via 
Ferrata  'Le  Croix  de  Toulouse'  near 
Briancon on the recent French Alps meet. 
Following up behind  Jan  are  newlyweds 
Grace and Ellis Blower. See also Page 6 for 
meet report. 

Picture : Graham Baldry

Thanks  as  always  to  all  this  month's 
contributors.  The time you spare to write 
and send material is much appreciated.

     Graham Daly, Editor

Deadline for the next newsletter is 10th November 2019.  Any photographs should be a 
separate JPEG.

An international flavour 
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12th -14th July 2019
Yorkshire Dales

No meet report came in for this one but 'Fishing on Facebook' unearthed this fine view of Malham  
Cove taken during the weekend  by Graham Baldry – Ed.

Heading west (towards the coast) shortly before the lunch stop.  Craig Cwm Silyn in the middle  
distance (2,408ft, 734m) is the highest point on the ridge,  and summited  after some scrambling.

before dropping down to the cars at the A470 Bwlch Oerddrws pass. On the way we saw 
everything from peat bogs, slate mines, waterfalls, sheer cliffs, wooded saddles and not 
one single person.

A great day and great company! Thank you everyone.
Catherine Allen (via SMC Facebook Group)

Sunday 28th July

Dovey Hills, Mid-Wales
Eleven humans and three dogs enjoyed a fantastic day among the Dovey Hills (not that 
I’m biased). The weather was very kind considering the forecast, and apart from some 
‘clagg’ spoiling the occasional view, it was the perfect day to explore this little visited 
part of mid-Wales.

We  started  from  Dinas 
Mawddwy  and  after  a  steep 
climb  through  some  Welsh 
‘jungle’  (Adrian’s  term),  we 
were  treated  to  a  spectacular 
view  of  Maesglasau  and  the 
Cwm below it. Once on the high 
ground, it  was  relatively  easy 
going to Craig Portas and Cribin Happy walkers and dogs !  Photo : Catherine Allen
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Slide Night continuedPeru 2019 – 24 May to 15 June
A family trip described by Adrian Lowe

Lizzie giving a  Water Sanitation Lesson at  
Marjuni Junior School.

Lizzie  was  following  up  on  filter  use. 
Frustratingly all her client’s were out, but she 
gave  a  public  health  lesson  at  the  junior 
school,  where  all  the  pupils  were  very 
engaged.  An impromptu English lesson from 
Cathie followed !   The villagers  do have pit 
latrines and a somewhat dysfunctional water 
system.
A close call with another vehicle on the return 
trip  led  Cathie  and  I  to  think  we  could  be 
meeting our maker, as we teetered on the edge 
of  a  great  drop.   “Lord  let  it  not  be  too 
painful!”
On Tuesday morning we went to the HQ of 
the  NGO  ('Non-governmental  organisation'  if  
you need some assistance with  your acronyms-Ed)

Cathie and I, with our son Reuben flew direct to Lima, overnighting at the airport.  , The 
next day we had an early flight to Cusco, and then a 5 hour “taxi” ride to Abancay 
climbing up to an altitude of 3800m before a dizzying descent on innumerable bends 
down to our destination  at 2400m !
Our trip was starting with a visit to Lizzie White, a water engineer from our church in 
Shrewsbury  who has been  working in local villages for the last 4 years.  Abancay where  
she is based is similar in size to Shrewsbury, but not on the tourist trail.  Therefore we 
saw no other Westerners.
We joined her at church on Sunday, and then accompanied her in a 4x4 on the Monday 
for an early start to one of the villages.  An hour of tarmac road was followed by a very 
narrow dirt route up a steep mountainside – think “World’s Worst Roads” .  

that Lizzie works for, though all her finance comes from UK supporters.  The NGO  also  
runs a school and is involved in Bible translation.
In the afternoon we returned to Cusco, a 3 hour trip – the local driver knew the road 
better.  It was on a portion of the main route from Lima to Cusco so there were a lot of  
big trucks and coaches to  overtake on a somewhat bendy carriageway !  The 1 hour 
journey time by plane between Lima and Cusco increases to 17 hours if the trip is made 
by road. h in cr ej ou rn ej ou j1   T he

 Inca Trail
The next  day we set  off  on the Inca Trail  to  Machu Piccu,  driving to  the trail  start. 
Embarrassingly there were 8 Peruvians supporting the 3 of us on the route !  Everything 
has to be carried by foot : donkeys are no longer allowed as they were wearing out the  
trail.   Trekkers are limited to 500 people a day (book early if you want to go).  
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Waiting at Radbrook in the rain I was beginning to wonder if anyone would turn up. I  
was expecting at least one person, Sue, a prospective new member who had contacted 
me the day before. Sue duly arrived and I jumped in her car to escape the rain (I had 
cycled to Radbrook). We waited. Another car pulled up. This member (I have decided 
not to name and shame him) looked at the rain, checked the forecast in Snowdonia, and 
then went home. 

Continued

Map of this area of Peru with Machu Piccu arrowedOn the Inca Trail

The scenery and plant life were amazing with vegetation extending up to the mountain 
tops.  It is a 4 day trail reaching 4200m at it's highest point.  Machu Piccu is at 3500m. 
The latter  can be  reached by train  and bus (our return  transport).The buildings  and 
terracing are incredible .  We had an excellent guide Fernando, and great food – even 
cooked lunches and a cake on the last night!

Thanks to Adrian for an enlightening article.  The second part covering the rest of the Lowe 
family celebratory trip to Peru will appear in the next issue - Ed.  

 

Cathie with Llama friend on the Inca Trail Lowe family group at Machu Piccu

11th August 2019

Snowdon
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The weather proved to be not as bad as forecast and Sue and I had a really good day. The  
original plan was to repeat Heather’s very good route from a couple of years back and to 
ascend onto the ridge east of Y Lliwedd from Nantgwynant. Then part of the Horseshoe 
to Snowdon summit would be done before returning via the col between Snowdon and 
Yr Aran and the Watkin Path.
Owing to the rainfall the streams were fast, full and very spectacular, especially crossing 
the stone footbridge early on (see picture).

Snowdon continued

When we reached the ridge we changed the 
plan.  Snowdon  and  the  surrounding 
summits  were all  still  in  cloud with little 
hope of it clearing.  No views would have 
been afforded.   We chose instead to drop 
down to pick up the Miners’ path to Pen y 
Pass and then take the long trail down the 
valley  back  to  Nantgwynant.   I  had only 
done this once before.  It is a very varied 
and interesting route passing the  impres-

sive pumping station for the hydro-electric scheme, the lake shore with huge boulders 
and rock outcrops with  some lovely woodland experienced as well.
We finished the day with tea and cake at the nearby café. Thanks Sue for being fun and 
interesting company. The meet wouldn’t have happened without you!

Gareth Egarr

In total  17 members finally made it  out to Briancon for either the entire meet or part 
thereof.  In order of arrival they were:- 

Jan Campbell, newlyweds Ellis and Grace Blower (first week only), Katherine Smith and 
Graham Baldry, Tom and Barbara Cave with son James, Geoff Reed, Chris Wood, Alek 
Sadowski, Mark Bayliss, Adrian Wilcock, Sian & Carl Barnes, Mike and Fi Blakemore.

Aug 25th – Sept 7th 2019
SMC 60th birthday meet

Les Alberts, Briancon, French Alps

Richard Pugh’s  recommendation of this area 
as  suitable  for  the  SMC  was  spot  on.  The 
campsite was quiet and spacious enabling all 
the campers to pitch near each other. We also 
had a characterful  apartment within an old 
farmhouse  built  in  1790   (Jan,  Adrian  and 
Mark).  This  was  in  the  village  only  300m 
away and received visitors from camp each 
evening.Les Bois des Alberts campsite. Pic: Chris Wood
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gorge  near  Ailefroide  also 
proving popular.

The big one was L’Aiguillette 
du  Lauzet  which  Graham 
and  Chris  did.  They 
described  it  as  ‘very  long’ 
but  you  do  end  up  on  a 
summit, albeit with a longish 
walk down.

Cont. 

Via Ferrata: The French have constructed a number of Via Ferrata for people like us to 
have fun on.  Grades range from F to ED i.e.  from easy to impossibly strenuous. For 
Grace, Ellis,  Katherine and Mark it  was their  first experience of via ferratas and they 
seemed to enjoy it.

Le Croix de Toulouse above Briancon (see cover)  is  the obvious one to do with easy 
access and a stunning view over the town.  However several others were also done, a cool 

Hill  walking:  Collectively  we  must  have  ticked  off  at  least  12  of  the  routes  in  the 
invaluable Cicerone guidebook.  These included summiting La Blanche (Grace and Ellis),  
The  Grand Peyrolle  2645m(9  of  us)   Pic  du  Lac  Blanc  2980m (Cave  family)  and  Mt 
Chaberton 3131m (Adrian, Mark and Chris).

Centring on 5 valleys this was an ideal base for exploring the Brianconnais and the edges 
of the Ecrins.  Explore it we did!

On the summit of the Grand Peyrolle 2645m (8,677 feet).  From left to right : Tom Cave,Barbara  
Cave, Grace Blower, Katherine Smith(foreground), Ellis Blower, Jan , James Cave.  Pic: G.Baldry

    Chris after traversing the  L’Aiguillette du Lauzet. Pic:G.Baldry
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History and culture: Historically and culturally it is a fascinating area with it being so 
close to the current border with Italy. Indeed the border has changed a number of times. 
Exploring the remains of a fortress on the summit of Mt Chaberton kept Adrian and co 
occupied for two hours and the old town of Briancon which was mostly built in the early 
13th century had several visits from us all ( nothing to do with des crepes, des glaces, ou 
des bieres).

Briancon continued
Biking: As only Chris, Mike and Fi had bikes this was not a major activity but all credit  
to Chris who pedalled his road bike up the challenging Col d’Izoard which is one of the 
cols used on the Tour de France. Chris and Mike did have a mountain bike day in the 
forests and Fi pedalled into town!

Clwt y Bel Way (98 miles) in 4 Days
Shrewsbury to Bala (57 miles) in 2.5 Days

in  the  most  lakes..Adrian!   Adrian  was 
keen to beat his altitude record for wild 
swimming and on the  last  day  plunged 
into the Grand Lac de l’Oule 2425m for a 
carefully timed 6 minutes.  Earlier  in the 
week  he had also  wallowed in  a  glacial 
stream,  but  not  for  6mins!  There  is 
photographic evidence.  Grace also took a 
dip in  a higher mountain lake but sadly 
lost  her bikini which was drying on her 
rucksack on the way down…others were 
tasked to look out for it by the path later 
in the week. 

I don't think this quite counts as
 'Wild Swimming' Mike ! -Ed.

Rock climbing: Thanks to Sian and Carl who have been to the area many times 6 of us  
had half a day of cragging on easy angled but holdless granite slabs near Ailefroide. The 
Cave family also found a nice little crag 5 mins up the road from the campsite called ‘Le 
Rocher qui Repond’ where James did his first lead.

Wild swimming: This has a rather limited appeal and you can probably guess who went 

Conclusion: Altogether it was a brilliant trip with good weather during the daytime and 
the  Brianconnais  could  easily  sustain  another  meet  sometime  as  we  have  only  just 
scratched the surface of this lovely area. Jan Campbell

It  was  on  Moel  Hebog on Kevin’s  meet  last  year  that  Larry  first  mentioned he  was 
thinking of doing the Clwt y Bel Way in 3 days. That’s very ambitious thought I but I was 
tantalised. I heard no more about it so I asked him when we were doing the Bishop’s 
Castle challenge walk. It had gone off his radar owing to other plans but was still up for it 
if  I  was  interested.  I  managed to  beat  him up to  4  days  which  I  thought  was  more  
realistic. Apparently he was already thinking 4 days but enjoyed the beating up anyway. 
Oh, and we were also to include an ascent of Snowdon on route as well !
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The first  day went to  plan except we hadn’t 
counted on the poor state of some of the public 
footpaths. We had to battle through a 7’ high 
maize crop with no idea of where the path was 
supposed to be and then later had to deal with 
several  stiles  completely  overgrown  with 
brambles and nettles.  Larry was in shorts.  It 
was very hot and so we were getting through 
the water quite quickly. Fortunately we were 
able to re-fill at a friend’s in Pant. We arrived 
at  our  destination  in  Nantmawr  at  around 
7.30pm. Although very tired, Larry’s spirits 

We set off from our homes at 7.00am on the Friday of the August Bank Holiday weekend 
to converge at Frankwell for a 7.30 start. Graham Daly very kindly met us to see us off.  
We were carrying about 15kg packs with everything we needed for wild camping and 
sustenance on route.

Larry and Gareth on Frankwell Footbridge,  
Shrewsbury  just before setting off. Pic:Ed

That evening we realised that to get back on track the next day we would have to do 
more than 30 miles with over 2000m of ascent in a predicted 27 degree heat. Given our 
performance thus far there was no way. We elected to walk on to Bala and end our little  
adventure there.

We were very glad we had made the decision we had made. Lake Bala was absolutely 
heaving with people, in marked contrast to our 2.5 days walking during which we saw 
virtually no-one. Alex met us there with cold water and fruit to enjoy on the ride back to 
Shrewsbury. Thanks Alex and for changing your Sunday plans to collect us.

So we think 4 days is probably a bit too tough for this. 5 is definitely do-able (anyone 
fancy the challenge?) Although we didn’t make it we thoroughly enjoyed the walk and 
feel  that  5  sections  of  the  CyB  Way  (Shrewsbury  to  Bala)  in  2.5  days  is  still  an 
achievement. It may even be a club record to be beaten (Norris?)
Thanks  to  Larry  for  being  a  great  companion  and  for  suggesting  this,  despite  the 
smugness over the cricket. I look forward to us completing it from Bala to CyB next year 
sometime in 3 days…..or 4 days……maybe 5?

Gareth Egarr

were lifted by a text from Graham informing him that Australia had bowled England out 
for 67. THANKS Graham!

Day 2 was again very hot. The Berwyns proved 
a struggle.  A combination of the heat,  lack of 
available  water  and  rough  terrain  slowed  us 
down.  Larry  was  also  nursing  an  ankle 
problem.  By  the  time  we  reached  the  road  it 
was 7.45pm.  We decided to camp 4 miles short 
of our original target.  However it was a great 
spot  and  I  enjoyed  watching  the  stars  slowly 
shift across the night sky over the Berwyns from 
my bivvy.Camp spot in the Berwyns.  Picture : Gareth
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Upcoming Meets / Events

Nov 9th Social Evening'Three Fishes'
The annual Saturday evening in the 'Three 
Fishes'  Public  House,  Fish  Street, 
Shrewsbury.

Any ideas of a pub ‘crawl’ have long since 
disappeared.

Meet from 8.00pm onwards.

Nov 24th Clwydian Hills,
North Wales
Meet coordinator Mike Blakemore,
 

Looking ahead……

Clwt y Bel , first weekend in December,
 6-7th , xmas dinner. Names to Jan who will 
coordinate as before.  Approx cost £12 pp.

Sept 29th  Arenig Fach, Snowdonia
Meet  at  Radbrook  Co-op  car  park  at 
8.00a.m.  or  09.45a.m.  at  car  park  near 
Tryweryn memorial chapel on south side of 
the A4212 alongside Llyn Celyn reservoir.
GR SH848413. Approx.Postcode LL23 7NU

Meet coordinator Andy Bentley  

Oct 11-13th (Fri-Sun)
Clwt y Bel hut maintenance
See opposite page for details

Oct 27th. Llangollen area
Meet  at  Radbrook  Co-op  car  park,  Bank 
Farm Road at  9.00 am for car sharing  or
9.45  am  at  the  Ponderosa  café  on  the 
Horseshoe Pass (Grid Ref. SJ 193 483).

The  walk  will  be  around  10  miles  with 
moorland  and  mountain  views  to  be 
enjoyed.

Meet coordinator Heather Smith
 

Upcoming Meets / Events is 
compiled by Jan Campbell

A note from Dave Stanley
I am planning myself another trip to Nepal with DR on or soon after 4th March 2020.   
Itinerary will  be The Annapurna Circuit  with around 21 days in Nepal.  The season 
should be dry and it  is  the season when the Rhododendron and many other  plants 
blossom.  If anyone would like to come please ask.         

Also bound for the Himalayas . . . .
Best Wishes for a successful trek to Rick and Jan Robson, Eve Over and Sue Ford.  They 
are heading out to Nepal next month to undertake the Annapurna Circuit, also with DR.
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Oct 11-13th Clwt y Bel hut maintenance.

Volunteers needed for a variety of skilled/unskilled jobs.

You offer your help one day and then go out on the hills the rest of the weekend.

Lunch for workers will be provided on the Saturday so long as you let Jan Campbell 
know you will be there.

Job list

• Excavate down to incoming water supply  outside under kitchen  window to  
investigate and repair water leak.

• Internal wall painting  in various areas.

• Change drying room door to a fire door.

• Check both water supplies and clean and replace filters.

• Find missing stool and down escape bench outside window at bottom of stairs.

• General autumn clean.

• Change bed sheets. 

• Check fire alarm, emergency lights and smoke and gas alarms.

• Stone drive, two loads. Before I go ahead with ordering the stone for a Friday 
midday delivery I need commitment from  at least  4 people who can be there  to 
help by 11.00 am on the Friday. If you can help please contact me.   

Many Thanks

Rog E

Back on the EuroVelo network 
Attendees at the 'Slide Night' in March heard Grahame James  talking about his cycle 
trip down the River Rhine with two other members.  That was along EuroVelo Route 15.

Grahame and Mike Blakemore are returning to the continent for further cycletouring 
this  autumn.  They  are  exploring  a  new extension  to  EuroVelo  1  the  Atlantic  Coast 
Route.  It will take them along Portugal's coastline pedalling from Faro in the south, 
through Lisbon  to Porto in the north.  They will then pedal into Spain before returning 
home. 
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Date Meeting Place Grid Ref Pub afterwards
01/10/2019 Eastridge Woods * 392027 Mytton Arms, Habberley

08/10/2019 Cardingmill Valley
(car park below café) *

446945 Buck’s Head, Church Stretton

15/10/2019 Cranberry Rocks, Stiperstones * 369976 Stiperstones Inn

22/10/2019 Criggion car park * 294149 The Old Hand & Diamond, 
Coedway

29/10/2019 Lawley car park * 505991 The Horseshoes, Dorrington

05/11/2019 Forest Glen * 638093 The Cock Hotel, Wellington

12/11/2019 Surgery car park, Pontesbury * 399062 The Horseshoes, Pontesbury

19/11/2019 Robin Hood’s Butts, Long Mynd * 431964 Bottle & Glass, Picklescott

26/11/2019 Hope Bowdler lay by * 468932 King’s Arms, Church Stretton

*   Walk will include one of Phil’s 60 hills for the Club’s 60th anniversary

Date Venue Location
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Thursday Evening Climbing  Programme

Tuesday Evening Walking Programme

Meet at 7.30pm or 9.00pm onwards at the pub. Contact Gareth Egarr for further details. 

Scott Pardoe is coordinating the Thursday climbing once 
more and will put the venues on the club website calendar.

For further details contact Scott
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